Art and representation
in Post-War Lebanon
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What can art do in the context of a shifting society?
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Post-war Lebanese artists aim to question history,
identity and memory of the Civil War (1975-1990):
all are publicly disregarded in Lebanon.
Modes of address are photography,
videos, texts and installations.
		 Objectives:
• Scrutinise artistic initiatives in Lebanon as a site
for invigorating alternative discourses on history
and fostering renewed identities.

• Bring new examination of the relationship between
art and societies by applying a socio-psychological
approach based on Social Representation Theory
(Moscovici, 1961/2008) combined with Castoriadis’ notion
of imagination (1975/1987).
Object/ Artworks

	Ego/ Individuals

Alter/Post-war Lebanon

• Explore how making sense
of art is a dynamic process
between Ego/Individuals,
Object/Artworks and Alter/
Post-war Lebanon.

The research intends to analyse the reception of visual
artworks by 40 Lebanese students with the aim of:
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• Exploring how the participants make sense of the
artworks in relation to their own representations
of Lebanese history and identity.
• Examining the socio-psychological resources
associated with the construction of meaning.

		 Methods:
• The study was exploratory. 40 Lebanese students
were assigned to view the Exhibition ‘Closer’ featured
at the Beirut Art Centre (Lebanon, January-April 2009).

Students were infrequent visitors to art exhibitions
with little knowledge of visual art and aesthetic issues.
The chosen artworks belonged to the post-war art in Lebanon.

• Two data collecting tools were used. Five focus group
discussions were conducted after exposure to ‘Closer’,
followed by 25 individual interviews.
• A thematic analysis was performed to interpret the data.
		 Findings:
The reception of ‘Closer’ elicited 2 contradictory patterns of
discourse in relation to the post-war situation in Lebanon.
I - A positive reception of ‘Closer’ was associated
with empowerment.

Viewing artworks emerged as an opportunity to demystify
Lebanese history, re-humanize the war, tackle taboos and propel
individual identity.

> Symbolic and metaphoric readings of the artworks
were found to be a resource in making sense of ‘Closer’
and supported reflection upon the post-war situation in
Lebanon.
II - A negative reception of ‘Closer’ was associated
with threat.

The participants revealed ideological disagreement when
considering that the artworks misrepresented Lebanese history
and exacerbated divisions among Lebanese.

> The participants rejected the artworks as subjective.
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III - All groups however showed a positive response
to the narratives in the artworks, which did not entail
either Lebanese historical or religious references.
Contributing to social psychological literature on art
and society, this study aims to stress the role of imagination
and its metaphoric embodiment as a locus where the
experience of art interferes with the social representations
of history and identity. This process then allows
the elaboration of alternative representations.
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